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IMPORTANCE OF ....  

The Gemara (Sanhedrin 56b) states that according to some, even 
gentiles are prohibited from grafting 2 species of tree together. As 
such, the Levush (j"ut 649:4) rules that a grafted Esrog may not 
be used on Succos, even though the fruits of a grafted tree are 
permitted for eating, because vrhcg vc vscgb – a sin [of grafting] 
was done with it, and it is unseemly to use it for a Heavenly 
purpose, similar to the offspring of 2 species, which although 
kosher for eating, may not be offered for a Korban. The TaZ 
(j"ut 649:3) asks, if the offspring of 2 species may not be offered 
for a Korban because vrhcg vc vscgb, why was it necessary for the 
Gemara (Bava Kamma 78a) to use a Posuk (caf ut rua) to 
exclude hybrid animals from Korbanos ? R’ Yaakov Sofer 
suggests that the Levush only applied his theory of vrhcg vc vscgb 
when there was an actual participant who committed the sin. 
However, where 2 species produce hybrid offspring on their own 
without human involvement, since no vrhcg took place, a Posuk 
would be necessary to exclude such offspring from a Korban. The 
Gemara (Chulin 114b) states that one may not eat Basar 
B’Chalav because of the Posuk: vcgu, kf kft, tk, and Rashi 
explains that anything defined as vcgu, is forbidden forever, 
regardless of how it came to be ruxt, even if no aveirah was 
involved. If so, should not a hybrid animal, though “innocently” 
created, also retain an ruxht identity ? R’ Sofer explains that a 
fundamental difference exists between something characterized as 
vcgu,, which the Torah deems abominable under any 
circumstances, since it pertains to the object itself, and something 
characterized as vrhcg vc vscgb, where the circumstances 
themselves, and not the object’s identity, are the determining 
factor. Thus, since it is the act of grafting that is prohibited, if a 
hybrid animal is produced without it, there is no aveirah, and the 
animal would be accepted, if not for the Posuk. The Pri Megadim 
(j"ut 649:3 ,umcan) notes: if a gentile cooks Basar B’Chalav, the 
food is a vcgu,, but it would not be called vrhcg vc vscgb.  

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
The Gemara (Pesachim 22a) says that Shimon HoAmsoni 
stopped darshening “,t” when he reached: trh, lheukt ‘s ,t. 
Why didn’t he stop earlier, at lheukt ‘s ,t ,cvtu ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Which non-fasting Jew may one not feed ?)  
Rav Kook (ivf ,gs 68) derives from the Rambam that the 
application of ‘hj, tk vpafn as a utk for everyone means that 
one should not feed or save a vpafn from danger after Beis Din 
declares her to be one. Even without a Gmar Din, if one believes 
her to be a vpafn, one may not feed her.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
One may not verbalize a plan or intention to do something after 
Shabbos that he could not do on Shabbos, nor may one instruct 
another regarding such activities. However, it is permitted to say 
to another that someone else is planning to do something after 
Shabbos, if not gdub to either one. (vpah hbct 2:24) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   

The Mishna (Sanhedrin 52b) states that the method of execution 
called ;hhx took the form of beheading, in the manner of local 
secular governments. R’ Yehudah recommended a different form, 
that did not mimic the secular method, so as to avoid the problem 
of: ufk, tk ovh,ueujcu. The Rabanan did not see that as a 
problem, arguing that since beheading is mandated by the Torah, 
we would not be copying anyone when performing it, just as the 
practice of burning a king’s belongings upon his death is 
permitted because it has a source in the Torah, despite the fact 
that it is [also] a gentile custom. Tosafos distinguishes between a 
gentile practice mandated by the Torah (which should be 
followed), and an idolatrous practice mandated by the Torah 
(which should not). The Meiri adds that an idolatrous practice is 
prohibited by the Torah, whereas a non-idolatrous gentile practice 
would still be prohibited MiDeRabanan. However, the Rambam 
(Avodah Zarah 11:1) states that any gentile practice should be 
restricted ovhrjt aeb, ip – lest one be ensnared to follow after 
them. Thus, even practices not based  on idolatry are to be 
avoided, despite their being found in the Torah. The Rema (s"uh 
178:1) rules, regarding non-idolatrous practices, that we may not 
emulate them, particularly where their behavior is immodest, or 
where a practice seems senseless, and there is reason to suspect 
that it may be based on idolatry or hruntv hfrs.  However, where 
the practice seems reasonable, such as an act of respect, or where 
a special garment is worn to identify a special group (e.g. 
doctors), the practice would be permitted. In the Sefer ogub 
(2:161), R’ Betzalel Zolty considers whether a military funeral, 
complete with flowers and a 21-gun salute, may be permitted. 
According to the Rema, though it is a gentile military practice, it 
is in essence only an act of respect, which should be permitted. 
However, the GRA (s”uh 178:7) disagrees with the Rema, and 
forbids anything that is not written in the Torah or that we would 
not do without the example set by the gentiles. In the face of such 
a Psak, it would not be possible to permit military funerals.   

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
During the time of the Baal Shem Tov, there was a difficult period 
during which no rain fell, and the situation reached a point where a 
Taanis was decreed throughout the Jewish communities. The people 
gathered and davened, but to no avail. One morning, the Baal Shem Tov 
was watching a certain uneducated Jew during Shacharis, pouring out 
his heart over the Posuk: ryn ‘hvh tku ohnav ,t rmgu, with tears and 
feeling, and it immediately began to rain. When the BESHT “saw” that it 
was the Tefilah of this man that had been effective, he asked the man 
what his Kavanah had been when saying those words. The man replied 
in all seriousness that his Kavanah was only to the simple “Pshat” of the 
words, that ohnav ,t rmgu is asking Hashem to squeeze out the 
Heaven, until ryn ‘hvh tku – when there will no longer be any rain left 
there. The BESHT smiled, and later commented that we see from here 
the extent to which Kavanah completely overrides the true meaning of 
words, because hgc tchk tbnjr - Kavanah is what Hashem really wants.  

P.S. Sholosh Seudos is sponsored this week by the Stauber family. 


